Illuminating the
Circumgalactic Medium
(CGM)
Matt McQuinn
University of Washington
Building oﬀ of Chen, Fielding, & Amodeo talks in previous session;
Schaan on Tues. and Faucher-Giguere on Wed.
CGM = gas within a few virial radii (i.e. ~1 Mpc) from central galaxy in <~1013.5 Msun halos

We do not know how gas is distributed
around ~<1014 Msun dark matter halos

*
*

40% of the dark matter presently resides in >1010Msun halos, the
bulk in halos where gas is likely to cool in short time
Without feedback, ~40% of baryons should be in stars. Only
~5% of baryons are in stars. Where did the rest go?

galaxy formation models do not answer this yet
Modeling stellar and AGN feedback is complex.

Gas around 1013 Msun halos

(roughly) gas surface density

Hill, Battaglia++ in prep

virial radius

If you are confused by
shape at small radii, its
because curves are
computed with “aperture
photometry’’ and really are
closer to -r d𝞢/dr.

impact parameter [Mpc]
Constraining gas density and pressure profiles will inform galaxy formation models.

This uncertainty is already limiting the
sensitivity of weak lensing studies
Helps w/ “lensing is low”
From Emmanuel Schaan’s talk (see also Amodeo’s talk)

Recent DES lensing is able to rule out most extreme feedback models (Huang++20)

Primary methods for
probing CGM gas
•

X-rays—hot gas in >~ 1013 Msun halos; 𝜀~ n2T

•

ultraviolet absorption lines (wish list: high ions that appear in soft X-ray)

•

•

•

probes largely <<Tvir gas that is anticipated to not dominate mass

•

CGM rich multiphase medium: “beautifully complex”, D. Fielding

Battaglia++’20

Sunyaev Zeldovich stacking — Early stages (Planck/ACT/SPT)

•

thermal — kinetic energy profile; probes hot `virial’ gas further out than X-rays

•

kinetic — electron density profile; requires velocity field reconstruction.

extragalactic dispersion measures towards FRBs — NEW

absorption line
spectroscopy: Last
decade has seen
much development
with HST/COS
Werk++16

w.r.t. host galaxy
Major conclusions: Ubiquitous “cold” photoionized gas, massive amount of OVI
Reviewed in talk by Hsiao-Wen Chen

Tumlinson+COS-Halos (2011)

absorption line
spectroscopy: Last
decade has seen
much development
with HST/COS
Werk++16

w.r.t. host galaxy
Major conclusions: Ubiquitous “cold” photoionized gas, massive amount of OVI

State-of-art SZ constraints
Stacking on ~few x 1013Msun LRGs

This meeting!

More thermal energy in
simulations!

There are also interesting (controversial) tSZ stacking with Planck going down to ~MW halo masses.

Dispersion measure to fast radio bursts
(Radio community gunning for this one)

electron “column” to the burst

All points have DM=50 subtracted for
Milky Way halo and 50/(1+z) for host
for visualization purposes

Macquart+ASKAP/CRAFT’20

Can stack based on impact parameter to foreground halos to measure projected electron density profile.
Constraints get interesting at ~100-1000 localized FRBs (MM’14).

Where we are at observationally for z~0 CGM
X-rays in >=groups show inner density going down towards smaller halos

Almost every sightline with ~Rvir/2 hits ~1
(big/small? low density?) photoionized
cloud with subvirial velocity

Surprising amounts of OVI in
star forming galaxies: in inner
CGM could be virialized gas or
intermediate temperature

thermal SZ, kinetic SZ and FRBs
starting to add to this picture
Study of MW itself very fruitful. z~2 Lyman-break galaxies have more evidence for winds.
Clusters give model anchor point.

Where we are at for CGM theory
building oﬀ talks by Faucher-Giguere and Fielding

•

A lot of work has gone towards understanding OVI columns

•

simulations have upped energy input and resolution and are atfactor-of-few-level reproducing observed OVI columns

•

a significant fraction of feedback energy from supernovae making it
into CGM

•

ubiquitous photoionized clouds not well captured in simulations; no
consensus for origin (winds from disk, thermal instability, infall, …) nor
whether they participate all the way to feed galaxy

•

no consensus on microphysics & resolution simulations require

•
•

cosmic rays/conduction/black hole feedback
still robust research program understanding CGM microphysics

Field would benefit from more (simpler) observational inputs!

My rankings for best observational inputs:
1) gas density profile 2) thermal energy profile
Echoed by Fielding talk: “hot phase of CGM really drives galaxy evolution”

Predictions for SZ constraints around 1013 Msun halos
Kinetic SZ (electron dist.)

thermal SZ (thermal energy)

impact parameter [Mpc]
Hill, Battaglia++ in prep

Worries/wishes: angular resolution, other galaxy samples to probe less
massive halos (dedicated low-z surveys?)

CGM in the 2030s….
(This slide also serves as the conclusions.)

•

outrigger localization of CHIME+other FRB observatories measure
electron profile by stacking on locations to low-z galaxies

•

CMB-S4 provides leading electron profile measurements for more
massive halos (LRGs) and does this at higher z (quasars). Pressure profile
for all kinds of galaxies using large photometric samples.

•

Athena gives better picture of high ion absorption, probing enriched
virialized phase of >= Milky Way halos.

•

Numerical simulators had been hard at work trying to understand HST
spectra. The added inputs of gas density and pressure profile allow us
to put together more cohesive picture for CGM phenomenology.

•

We put QED after “galaxy formation”

“Halo scale feedback [kSZ/tSZ] could be `killer app’ for galaxy formation physics”
Claude-Andre Faucher-Giguere

